
Stamps & Embossers 

 

• Stamps 
From pre-inked and self-inking options with a variety of ink colors to traditional rubber 
stamps, we offer you the widest range of high quality custom stamps on the market. 
 
- Self-Inking Stamps - Self-Inking stamps allow for fresh ink to be applied to the stamp 
with each impression. You can make thousands of impressions before re-inking your 
stamp pad or replacing the stamp pad. Self-inking stamps are best for rapid and 
multiple impressions. 
 
- Pre-Inked Stamps - Featuring convenient ink built right into the stamp, pre-inked 
stamps can be used thousands of times before needing to be re-inked. Choose from 
stamps or daters to create an imprint that is ready whenever it is needed. 
 
- Traditional Stamps - With a classic design and plenty of versatility, traditional rubber 
stamps can be used with a wide variety of different stamp pads to create imprints 
featuring logos, addresses, and more. 
 
- Stock Stamps - Make the stamp design process easy with stock stamp options. 
Choose from a variety of common messages in a convenient pre-inked style that has 
the ink built right into the stamp. 
 
- Accessories - With refills of ink for pre-inked stamps and stamp pads for traditional 
stamps, all available in a variety of different colors, stamp accessories extend the life of 
your stamp.  

• Embossers 
Whether you want to create an embosser featuring a company name or prefer the 
look of an embossed return address, embossers are available in a variety of styles to 
bring raised images to the page. Choose from two different styles and a variety of 
imprint sizes. 
 
- Desk Embosser - A classic embosser that creates a crisp embossed imprint, desk 
embossers are a durable and stable option ideal for embossing on tabletops or desks. 
Choose from three different imprint sizes to create the embossed image. 
 
- Pocket Embosser - Ideal for embossing on the go, pocket embossers feature a 
portable size and three different formatted sizes to choose from. Create rectangular 
embossing imprints or circular seals in your choice of two sizes.  

 


